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Values in parentheses refer to the outer shell. Fig. 4a ). The resonance assignments for A146, S148-S156, V179, S181-Q186, R188, D190-V191, I193, G217, C223-R227, Q254, and N271-F274 could not be established. These residues are mainly located in the loop regions and were not assigned probably due to the line-broadening. Based on the main-chain resonance assignment of the PIN(DDNND278R), intermolecular interaction of the PIN(DDNN) was analyzed. The overall spectrum of the PIN(DDNN) was well overlapped with that of the PIN(DDNND278R), indicating that the overall structure of the PIN(DDNND278R) was not largely affected by D278R mutation. A number of residues exhibited significant broadening or chemical shift changes in the PIN(DDNN), indicating that these residues located around D278 to be directly affected by the mutation, and/or were involved in the intermolecular interaction of the PIN(DDNN). In the PIN dimer structure, the affected residues were located not only around the mutated site of D278R,
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